Abstract. Switch and medial are two inference rules that play a central role in many deep inference proof systems. In specific proof systems, the mix rule may also be present. In this paper we show that the maximal length of a derivation using only the inference rules for switch, medial, and mix, modulo associativity and commutativity of the two binary connectives involved, is quadratic in the size of the formula at the conclusion of the derivation. This shows, at the same time, the termination of the rewrite system.
Introduction
Deep inference is a well established methodology in proof theory; it generalises the more traditional proof theoretical methods, while simultaneously improving our ability in studying proofs from the point of view of normalisation and complexity, addressing therefore the problem of proof identity. For the interested reader, the web site http://alessio.guglielmi.name/res/cos/ provides a detailed overview of the collective developments in deep inference, spanning almost two decades of activities by several research groups and individuals.
For the purposes of this paper, however, we will limit ourselves to recall the essential feature that distinguishes deep inference from the traditional proof formalisms, when describing inference rules of some logical proof system. Deep inference applies logical inference in contexts, i.e. it allows to manipulate formulas at arbitrary depth in any context. In contrast, in the more traditional formalisms, including sequent calculus or natural deduction, the decomposition of a formula around its main connective strictly determines the shape of the inference rules of the proof system, and ultimately the shape of its proofs. Therefore, on a technical level, deep inference lends itself to be studied also from the perspective of modern term rewriting, and in an easier way than traditional formalisms. This will not come at the expenses of our ability in observing and studying the fundamental proof theoretical properties, including cut-elimination, in a conservative way.
In this paper, we show some upper bounds on the length of deep inference derivations in a (sub)system for classical logic, by taking advantage of both worlds, proof theory and rewriting.
In the standard deep inference proof system KS for classical logic [3] , we can find the following two rules
called switch and medial, respectively, where F { } stands for an arbitrary (positive) formula context and A, B, C, and D are formula variables. In the system KS, the two rules switch and medial are applied modulo associativity and commutativity of conjunction and disjunction. The switch rule has been well investigated from the proof-theoretic as well as from the category-theoretic point of view because of its important role in linear logic [2] . The properties of the medial rule have originally been investigated in [20] . Switch and medial in combination have been studied in [21, 18] from the perspective of semantics of proofs in deep inference. Moreover, the development of atomic flows in [13] , centred on proof normalisation, provides a more abstract view of classical proofs by hiding switch-medial steps. A preliminary account from perspective of proof complexity can be found in [5] .
In this paper we look at the two rules of switch and medial as rewriting system. Often these two rules may operate in presence of the mix rule, i.e.
that may be induced by the interplay of the units under specific conditions in the proof system, or just be made explicitly available in the system. For classical logic, for example, it is a consequence of weakening. Our main result, in terms of complexity, is that the length of a derivation using only switch, medial, and mix is bounded by a quadratic function in the size of the conclusion of the derivation. Clearly, any such bound for a system with mix also holds for the system without mix. We will however also include the presentation of a more immediate cubic bound that has independent interest.
Rewriting with Switch and Medial (and Mix)
Formulas are generated from a countable set A = {a, b, c, . . .} of atoms via the binary connectives ∧ and ∨, called and and or, respectively. To ease readability of large formulas we will use [ ] for parentheses around disjunctions and ( ) for parentheses around conjunctions.
To simplify the presentation, we do not use the units (truth) and ⊥ (falsum) in this paper. It follows from the work by Das [9] that our results would also hold under the presence of the units.
The size of a formula A, denoted by σA, is the number of atom occurrences in A:
The tree-or-number of a formula A, denoted by θA, is the number of occurrences of the symbol ∨ in A:
The relweb-or-number of a formula A, denoted by A, is the number of ∨-edges in the relation web 3 of A:
. These values are stable under context application, as shown below.
Lemma 2.1 Let P and Q be formulas with σP = σQ, and let F { } be a formula context.
Proof By induction on the structure of F { }.
Consider the following rewrite rules on formulas:
The rules in (3) are written in the style of inference rules in proof theory (premiss on top implies the conclusion at the bottom), but they behave as rewrite rules in term rewriting, i.e., they can be applied inside any formula context F { }.
The rewriting rules in (3) are applied modulo associativity and commutativity for ∧ and ∨. More precisely, we will do rewriting modulo the equational theory generated by
Lemma 2.2 If P = Q, then θP = θQ and P = Q.
Proof Consider the equation of associativity of disjunction. We have
Now apply Lemma 2.1. The other cases are similar (and simpler).
Lemma 2.3
Let the rule Q ρ P be given.
1. If ρ is m, then θQ < θP . 2. If ρ is s, then θQ = θP and Q < P . 3. If ρ is mix, then θQ < θP and Q < P .
Proof 1. Case of medial:
2. Case of switch:
3. Case of mix:
Now apply Lemma 2.1.
The Cubic Bound
Before showing the quadratic bound, we present a cubic bound that we consider of independent interest for the following reasons. First, the proof of the cubic bound is rather simple and flexible, so it might be of interest for other logics (not just classical logic) especially in relation to aspects of system implementations [17] . Second, the cubic bound on medial-switch-mix derivations has been generalised to arbitrary (sound) linear systems for classical logic [10, 11] , in the sense that any derivation of super-cubic length must derive a (semantically) trivial inference. Separating out the different proofs for the cubic and quadratic bound might help to answer the open question whether the quadratic bound can also be generalized, or whether it is truly specific to medial-switch-mix derivations.
For a formula P , define its MSM-measure, denoted by msmP , as the pair
We use the lexicographic ordering for this measure on formulae:
msmQ < msmP iff θQ < θP or ( θQ = θP and Q < P ) .
In the sequel, we assume the common notions and terminology on derivations and proof construction, given a (finite) set of inference rules.
The notation
stands for a derivation ∆, with premiss Q and conclusion P , obtained with the rules in S ; by length(∆) we intend the number of instances of rules of S that have been applied in ∆. Then, length(∆) < n 3 .
Proof By Lemma 2.2 we have that msm is stable under the equivalence of formulas, and from Lemma 2.3 we can conclude that msm strictly decreases at each step when going bottom-up in the derivation. We also have that θP < n and P ≤ n 2 . Hence, length(∆) < n · n 2 .
The Quadratic Bound
The analysis that delivers a quadratic bound is performed by treating separately, in a given derivation, those sub-derivations that use only switch rule from those that use both mix and medial. We will keep the presentation slightly more informal to help the intuition. Then length(∆) < n.
Proof As observed in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we have that θP < n, and this value strictly decreases with each application of medial and mix.
Moreover, let γP be the number of ∧-occurrences in a formula P ; then, it is trivial to show that σP = θP + γP + 1 .
In the following, we identify a formula P with its formula-tree, and every node of that tree is identified with the subformula occurrence rooted at that node. Let P = S{R}, where R is an ∧-node in P , i.e., R = (A ∧ B) for some A and B. We define the following notions:
• the switch-potential of R in P is the number of ∨-nodes in the context S{ };
• the switch-potential of P , denoted by spP is the sum of the switch-potentials of all ∧-nodes in P .
Example:
contains only one ∧-node, and its switchpotential is 0. But the formula A = [(a ∧ b) ∨ ((a ∧ c) ∧ b)] has 3 ∧-nodes, each of which has switch-potential 1. Hence spA = 3. The switch-potential of formulae is preserved through associativity and commutativity of the two operators and under context closure. Lemma 4.2 If P and Q are formulas and P = Q then spP = spQ.
Proof First note, that whenever P = Q and spP = spQ, then for all contexts S{ } we have spS{P } = spS{Q}. This can be shown by a straightforward induction on S{ }. Hence, it suffices to show that for each equation in (4), the switch-potential of the left-hand side is equal to the switch-potential of the righthand side. This is straightforward.
We then consider the switch-potential of premiss and conclusion of the rules switch, medial and mix. Proof We have that P = S{A ∨ B} and Q = S{A ∧ B} for some context S{ } and some formulas A and B. The switch-potentials of the ∧-nodes in S{ }, in A, and in B either remains unchanged by the inference step or is smaller in Q than in P , because one ∨-node is removed. However, Q has one ∧-node more than P . Hence, its switch-potential can be increased by the switch-potential of that ∧-node, which is at most θQ. Hence, spQ ≤ spP + θQ. Since θP = θQ + 1, we get spQ < spP + θP . The switch-potentials of the ∧-nodes in S{ }, and in A, B, C, D could be smaller in Q than in P , because one ∨-node is removed. However, one ∧-node in P is replaced by two ∧-nodes in Q, which have both a bigger switch-potential because of the new ∨-node as parent. This can be counted as follows: the first new ∧-node in Q increases its switch-potential by 1, compared to the ∧-node in P , whereas the second ∧-node in Q has a switch-potential of at most θQ. Hence spQ ≤ spP +1+θQ = spP +θP .
We can now combine these results. Then length(∆) < 1 2 (n 2 + n).
Proof Without loss of generality, we can assume that ∆ has shape
where P = P 0 , Q = Q m , and where ρ i is an instance of m or mix, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Let us consider, for every i ∈ {0, . . . , m}, the numbers of disjunctions and conjunctions in P i , respectively denoted by d i and c i , as follows:
Observe that d i +c i = n−1. By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.1,
In particular, we have that
and for all i ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1} we have that
We define, for every i ∈ {0, . . . , m}, the switch-potentials as
and we have that p i ≤ d i c i . If we let l i = length(∆ i ), then we obtain
By Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 we also have
The remainder of the proof is a simple calculation:
where the last inequality follows by observing that
completing, thus, the proof.
Some remarks are in order, to comment on the bounds that we have obtained in this study.
Remark 4.9 The linear bound given by Lemma 4.1 cannot be reduced. For derivations containing mix, this is obvious, but even when only medial is allowed, we can form the following derivation
that contains (k − 1)(m − 1) instances of medial. The size of the formulas in ∆ is n = km. Hence length(∆) = km − k − m + 1. If k = m, then length(∆) = n − 2 √ n + 1. Lamarche proposes in [18] a matrix notation for denoting the derivation ∆ in (9). Remark 4.10 For derivations that use only the switch rule, the following example shows that the quadratic bound of Lemma 4.4 cannot be pushed further down, and also that the constant factor of 1 4 is already optimal. Consider the following derivation where only switch is applied:
. . .
For every i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we have that each ∆ i consists of m switches. Hence length(∆) = mk. If we let m = k, we have n = 2k + 1 and
The previous remark also shows that the quadratic bound of Proposition 4.8 cannot be improved. However, it is not known whether the constant factor 1 2 can be improved (although we know that it must be ≥ 
Conclusions
Earlier versions of this paper exist since 2008, for research primarily motivated by the need of better understanding the role and shape of the medial rule, especially from the perspective of normalisation. The medial rule is in fact needed in deep inference systems for classical logic to obtain an atomic contraction rule, which, in turns, contributes a form of atomic sharing that influences both normalisation and complexity.
Over time, we noted that variants of the medial rule appear, possibly in disguise, in several different logics of the linear kind, including those with noncommutative operators. It is therefore appropriate studying switch-medial-mix derivations independently from the specific units of the logic and their associated equations. In this sense, the approach based on term rewriting adds an element of generality that could result useful also for aspects of implementations.
The switch-medial-mix fragment is at the core of several investigations from different perspectives, including also the development of atomic flows [13, 14] and of the atomic lambda calculus [16] . In particular, atomic flows provide an abstract view of classical derivations by making switch and medial unobservable (hence indirectly related to this topic of study) and enabling the discovery of interesting transformations from the complexity perspective, such as [6] , [7] and [8] .
The results of this paper have supported well also the study of the length of derivations consisting only of linear inferences, as developed in [9] , and more recently in [10] and [11] . The two last works show that our cubic bound also holds for non-trivial derivations made of arbitrary sound linear inferences, not just switch and medial. It still remains an open question whether the general case also has a quadratic bound.
As a remark, our medial-switch-mix system differs from the system studied in [1] , which contains a rule that is the "inverse" of our medial rule, with premiss and conclusion swapped around.
As a matter of fact, an interesting line of enquiry is what happens when we combine various forms of switch and medial for various connectives. Examples of such a combination is the local system for linear logic [19] , and the systems that extend the basic BV that contains a sequential operator inspired by process algebras [15, 4] . More recently, a very exciting development that generalises switch and medial through the use of subatomic logic is in [22] .
For the central role that switch and medial rules have in all deep inference systems, and for the richness of results collected from different perspectives that confirm also our bounds, we hope that this paper proves useful also in relation to implementations as well as further studies in complexity.
